
Kenya Karatina
Old school progress
New ways to celebrate a history of excellence. 

Coffee Specifications

Brewing Guidelines
Karatina shows bright, clean, 
fruit forward flavors that work 
well as a light-bodied espresso 
or lower concentration brews.

Filter: 1:17 ratio, 4  minute brews, 
medium grind
Espresso: 18g in, 42-46 out, 
28-32 seconds

Karatina Coffee Factory is a wet mill and cherry collection center as a 
part of the 1450 member Barichu Farmer’s Co-operative. Like most coffee 
in Kenya, factories develop reputations fro the quality they produce: the 
best coffees come from factories that hold strict cherry selection stan-
dards, and pay appropriate prices for cherry quality to the farmers. At the 
same time, the best factories often have extremely high standards during 
the washing and drying process, and use the quality of their coffees to 
attract buyers who work directly sourcing coffees from the co-operative 
rather than buying coffee through the state run auction exchange. Co-op-
eratives are only interested in selling directly if the price offered is high 
enough to guarantee better payout for members than an auction.

Karatina Coffee Factory has a well known reputation for quality and 
consistency. They're located in the Nyeri district, and have started 
environmental initiatives like soaking pits to allow waste water to be reab-
sorbed into the soil rather than to seep into the water supply, and the 
co-operative encourages the planting of macadamia trees to help provide 
shade and prevent erosion around the coffee plants. These can feel like 
small steps forward, but coffee production in Kenya is often centered 
around pristine processing with little effort focused on agricultural prog-
ress. We’re happy to have partnered with Collaborative Coffee Source on 
buying Karatina directly from the Barichu Co-op, and support conscious 
farming

Region: Kitugi Town, Muranga
Co-Op: Barichu Farmers’ Co-op-
erative Society
Producer: Karatina Factory
Elevation: 1750 meters 
Varieties: SL-28, Ruiru 11, Batian
Processing: 12 hour wet fermen-
tation, fully washed, dried on 
raised beds
Taste notes: orange marmalade, 
raisin, plum, vanilla


